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INTERACTIVE BROKERS SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. 

RISK FACT SHEET FOR CONTRACTS FOR DIFFERENCES  

1. This Risk Fact Sheet is provided to you in accordance with MAS No ce:  SFA N04-N15 issued on 8 
October 2018. It highlights the common risks of trading in Contracts for Differences (CFDs) and 
complements the Client Agreement and associated risk disclosures furnished by Interac ve 
Brokers Singapore Pte Ltd (the “firm” or “IBSG”).  

2. This Risk Fact Sheet does not disclose all the risks of trading in CFDs.  It is important to read the 
Client Agreement and associated risk disclosures before deciding whether to trade in CFDs.  You 
should also carefully consider whether trading in CFDs is appropriate for you in the light of your 
experience, objec ves, financial resources and other relevant circumstances. The following link 
and the related links within it provide a valuable source of informa on on CFDs:- 
h ps://ibkr.info/ar cle/1783 . It is within our website. Do also refer to the write-up in Annex A, 
which forms part of this Risk Fact Sheet. In the event of any inconsistency between the contents 
of the Ques ons 1 to 10 and the contents of Annex A, the contents of Ques ons 1 to 10 shall 
prevail. You ought to have the Client Agreement and associated risk disclosures, but if you do not, 
please contact the firm to request for a copy.  In the event of any inconsistency between the Client 
Agreement and this Risk Fact Sheet, the Client Agreement shall prevail. You should not trade in 
CFDs if you do not understand the product or are not comfortable with the accompanying risks.  

Q.1 What is my poten al loss when I trade on margin in CFDs?   

When you enter into a CFD transac on, you need to pay an ini al margin, which is based on a 
percentage of the value of the trade.  When you trade on margin, you should be prepared to lose more 
than or all your ini al investment amount that you have paid as margin to the firm.   

Illustra on 1  

The shares of XYZ Ltd are quoted at S$2.00 per share and you are buying 2,000 shares of XYZ Ltd as a 
CFD at S$2.00 per CFD. The firm sets the margin at 10%, so you have to put up an ini al margin of 10% 
X S$2.00 X 2,000 = S$400. The share price of XYZ Ltd then falls from S$2.00 to S$1.95.  As such, you 
incur a loss of S$100 [(S$1.95 - S$2.00) X 2,000].  Due to adverse market informa on on XYZ Ltd, the 
share price falls further to $1.75. You incur a loss of S$500 [(S$1.75 - S$2.00) X 2,000].  The S$500 loss 
would be deducted from your ini al margin of S$400, which means you have to pay an addi onal 
S$100 arising from your incurred loss.  In the worst case, the shares of XYZ Ltd become worthless. You 
lose the full contract value of S$4000 [(S$0 - S$2.00) X 2,000]. This is similar to the situa on where you 
bought 2,000 shares at S$2.00 per share and lost your en re ini al investment.  You may also be liable 
for addi onal charges, costs and fees incurred.    

Q.2 What will happen if I do not have enough margin to cover my losses?  

If the cash balance in your account is less than the margin required on your account, the firm will issue 
you a margin call to pay the margin shor all by the next business day.   If you fail to meet the margin 
call, the firm has the right to close out your CFD posi ons without no fying you.  Therefore, you will 
need to monitor your account closely to ensure that you deal with any margin calls promptly.  Pursuant 
to clauses 13(d) and 13(e) of your Client Agreement with us, we may liquidate your posi ons if your 
total losses exceed more than X % (X being the percentage determined by us from me to me) of the 
margin requirement.  

https://www.ibkrguides.com/kb/article-1783.htm
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Illustra on 2  

Referring to Illustra on 1, the share price of XYZ Ltd falls from S$2.00 to S$1.95 and the no onal value 
of the contract is now $3,900 (2,000 x $1.95).  The margin requirement (assuming 10% margin rate) to 
maintain the contract is now S$390 (S$3,900 x 10%).  With an unrealized loss of S$100 [(S$2.00 – 
S$1.95) x 2,000 and margin of S$400, your net equity is now S$300 (S$400 –S$100).  The firm issues 
you a margin call of S$90 to top up your margin to S$390 (assuming that the margin requirement is 
S$390).  If you fail to pay the margin call by the next business day, the firm can close out your posi on.  
If the share price of XYZ Ltd con nues to fall and your loss exceeds S$X (i.e. X% of the margin 
requirement), the firm may close out your posi on.  In addi on, you may be liable for addi onal 
charges, costs and fees incurred. 

Q.3 How is the CFD quoted?   

The firm has two pricing models for its products – the direct market access (DMA) model and the non-
DMA model.  For the DMA model, the CFD prices will correspond directly to prices of the reference 
instrument quoted in the underlying exchange or market.  Therefore, the CFD prices will only be 
available if the underlying exchange or market is open or if there is sufficient liquidity.  

For the non-DMA model, the firm determines and quotes its own prices which are referenced to, but 
may differ, from the actual prices in the underlying exchange or market. In par cular, when the 
underlying exchange or market is not open or has insufficient liquidity, the CFD prices quoted by the 
firm may deviate significantly from the underlying or last available reference price, or the firm may 
charge addi onal spreads to its prices. Because the firm deals with you as principal for its own account, 
there is a risk of conflict of interests as the firm may quote you a price that is less favourable to you 
than what is available in the underlying exchange or market to avoid losses in its own account.  

Q.4 Can my order be executed at a price that is less favourable than the price quoted on the trading 
system, or the price that I have submi ed?  

Yes, this is s pulated in Clause 6 of the Client Agreement.  Quotes for prices for dealing in the firm’s 
products are indica ve only and not guaranteed.  This can happen when there is a change in our 
quoted price between the me your order is placed and the me your order is received or executed 
by our system (e.g. delay in the internet transmission of your order, or rapid price fluctua ons in the 
financial markets during that period).  In par cular, for stoploss orders that are triggered for execu on 
at the stop price level that you have indicated, it may be difficult or not possible to liquidate your 
posi on at your stop price level, due to rapid price fluctua ons or lack of liquidity in the markets.  If 
any of the foregoing events happens, you may incur unexpected losses. 

Q.5 Will my order be manually executed? If so, under what circumstances does the firm rely on 
manual execu on?   

The firm’s system executes your orders on an automated basis and does not rely on any manual 
interven on or dealing, unless your orders do not pass the pre-execu on checks carried out by the 
firm’s trading system.  This can happen if there is insufficient or unavailable liquidity in the underlying 
market for the firm to hedge its own risk exposure.  In this regard, the firm has the discre on to 
determine the price of the CFD.  

Q.6 Where are my margins kept and maintained? Can the firm use my margins for its own 
purposes?    
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 Your moneys or other assets that you placed with the firm are required by regula ons to be 
maintained in segregated accounts with certain specific en es. Your moneys or other assets are 
segregated from the firm’s own moneys or assets but may be kept in the same omnibus account with 
other customers of the firm. The firm is not permi ed to use your money or other assets in the 
segregated account for its own purposes, including for se ling its own dealings with its hedge 
counterparty.    

Q.7 What will happen to my margins if the firm becomes insolvent?  Will I be able to get back my 
moneys or other assets?  

The firm is your contractual counterparty and is obliged according to the terms and condi ons of the 
trading agreement to honour your CFD trades and any profits made. Therefore, if the firm becomes 
insolvent, you face the risk that the firm will not be able to honour any profits that you made.  As for 
your moneys or other assets that are held in the segregated account, these should be protected from 
the claims of the firm’s creditors. Nonetheless, the recovery and return of your moneys or other assets 
will take me, as this is subject to due process of the firm’s liquida on, including the reconcilia on of 
all its customers’ posi ons and moneys.  

Q.8 Under what circumstances can the firm close my posi on or void my order?  

Under the terms of the trading agreement, the firm can close out your posi on or void your trade 
when: (i) you are unable to meet the margin calls within the required meframe (Clause 13 e of the 
Client Agreement); (ii) there is a trading system failure that result in erroneous prices at which your 
trades are executed etc.  

The price at which your CFD is closed out will depend on the available price of the underlying share or 
asset at that point in me, which may result in a loss to you.  

Q.9 What are the commissions, fees and other charges that I have or may have to pay?  

Please refer to the link and its related links for Commission, Finance Charges that are imposed: 
h ps://ibkr.info/ar cle/1783. All commission charges are subjected to the Goods and Services Tax 
(GST) and for Finance Charges. A financing fee is charged on any CFD posi ons that are held overnight 
on a daily basis. Finance charge is set at a percentage of the total value of the underlying shares. 

Illustra on 3  

We have used 0.5% for the Commission and 0.5% for the Finance Charge in this illustra on. 

The shares of XYZ Ltd are quoted at S$2.00 per share and you buy 2,000 shares of XYZ Ltd as a CFD at 
S$2.00 per CFD. The commission charged is S$2.00 X 2,000 X 0.5% = S$20.00.  In addi on, GST of S$1.40 
(7% of S$20.00) is levied. If you hold the 2,000 shares as a CFD overnight, you incur a daily financing 
interest. The daily interest charge is (S$4,000 X 0.5% / 360 days) = S$0.06.     

Q.10  What happens when trading in the underlying share or asset is suspended or halted? How can 
I exit my posi on and will I suffer losses?  

 In event of a suspension where the price of the underlying share is unavailable, the firm may allow 
you to exit your CFD posi on at a price determined by the firm.  During the period of suspension, 
holders of long posi ons will con nue to be charged interest if the posi ons are held overnight.   In 
the event of a prolonged period of suspension, the firm may require you to increase the margins, pay 

https://www.ibkrguides.com/kb/article-1783.htm
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up the contract value in full, or close off your posi ons at an appropriate price determined by the firm.  
In the worst case, you could lose 100% of the contract value.  You may also be liable to pay addi onal 
charges, costs and fees incurred. 

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF THIS IN RESPECT OF CONTRACTS FOR DIFFERENCES 

Your signature on the account opening forms will indicate your acknowledgement that you have read 
this NOTIFICATION ON THE RISK FACT SHEET FOR CONTRACTS FOR DIFFERENCES and understand its 
contents.  
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ANNEX A 

1.1 Features common to all IBSG CFDs 

Feature Descrip on: 

Open ended contracts IBSG’s CFDs are opened ended instruments. Unlike exchange trade 
deriva ves, there are no set or pre-defined expiry dates. This means that a 
posi on may be kept open un l you determine to close it, subject to you 
mee ng ongoing margin requirements and/or the occurrence of certain 
events that en tle IBSG to close the posi on. 

Leveraged instruments IBSG’s CFDs provide investors the ability to leverage their exposure. This 
means that for the same ini al capital you can increase your exposure to an 
asset or index or diversify your exposure across a number of assets versus 
buying a Reference Underlying directly. While leverage allows you to 
magnify your gains, it also means it magnifies any losses you may incur.  

Open Trade Equity IBSG’s CFDs work on an Open Trade Equity model. In IBSG’s CFDs, the Open 
Trade Equity (OTE) on a CFD posi on represents the unrealised profit/loss 
on the CFD posi on rela ve to movements in the current price of the 
Reference Underlying.  
 
The daily gains and losses on a CFD posi on are not cash se led but rather 
reflected in adjustments to the OTE for the posi on. The gain or loss on a 
posi on is not realised unless and un l the CFD is closed out by you or by 
IBSG. 
 
The OTE on each CFD posi on is included in the Net Liquida on Value of 
your IBSG account and therefore is related to whether the account meets 
ini al margin or maintenance margin requirements.  

Reference Price IBSG will determine a Reference Price for each open CFD posi on a er the 
close of trading on each trading day. For Equity CFDs, the Reference Price is 
typically based on the official closing price of the primary exchange of the 
share which is the Reference Underlying for the relevant CFD. For Index 
CFDs, the Reference Price is typically calculated on the closing price of the 
relevant near-month futures contract (with a fair value adjustment). For 
Forex CFDs, IBSG will determine the reference price for the CFD based on 
the IB cash closing price for the relevant currency pair. 
 
Typically, if on any trading day the Reference Price for a CFD is higher than 
the Reference Price for the CFD on previous trading day, then if you hold a 
long posi on with IBSG there is ‘gain’ on the posi on and this is reflected in 
the OTE for the CFD posi on. If you hold a short posi on in the CFD, IBSG 
will adjust the OTE accordingly and you will have a ‘loss’ on the CFD posi on. 
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CFDs quotes IBSG will typically quote bid and ask prices along with bid and ask sizes for 
each CFD cker during the available trading hours1  for the relevant CFD. 
IBSG does not guarantee that you are able to trade at any par cular price 
that it quotes. 
   
IBSG Share CFDs  
 
During available trading hours, the quotes that IBSG makes available for its 
Share CFDs reflect the best bid and offer (BBO) of the relevant Reference 
Underlying.  
 
IBSG Index CFDs 
 
The quotes for IBSG’s Index CFDs are derived from a synthe c index based 
on the price of the near-month exchange-traded futures contract adjusted 
for interest and dividends (fair-value adjustment). IBSG does not widen the 
spread on its Index CFDs unless market condi ons are excep onally vola le. 
The prices quoted for IBSG’s Index CFDs are not necessarily the same as the 
underlying cash index. Rather, the quotes reflect the price of the relevant 
future, adjusted for interest and dividends (fair value adjustment) and the 
relevant future itself may trade above or below its fair value. 
Notwithstanding that, IBSG’s Index CFDs quotes track the spreads and cks 
of the underlying future save for in excep onal market circumstances. When 
the future refreshes the IBSG index CFDs also refreshes.  
 
IBSG Forex CFDs 
 
The prices that IBSG quotes for its Forex CFDs are derived from the 
combined spot FX quota on streams from some of the world’s largest 
foreign exchange dealers. Accordingly, the prices that IBSG quotes for its 
Forex CFDs are iden cal to quotes which are available for spot FX via IBSG.  

Direct Market Access 
style CFDs 

In rela on to IBSG’s DMA style CFD model, when you place an order for a 
CFD with IBSG, we immediately place a corresponding hedge order with our 
counterparty who in turn will typically place a corresponding hedge trade 
with its hedging counterpart.  
 
In the case of IBSG’s Share CFDs, this will usually result in a hedge order 
being immediately placed into the Reference Underlying market, or as an 
excep on the hedge counterpart may execute orders received from one 
client against another of its clients when it provides improvement over 
publicly available prices.  
 
Once IBSG receives no fica on that the hedge trade has been filled, we will 
confirm the CFD trade with you at the price of IBSG’s hedging transac on. 
IBSG does not widen the spread. 

 
1 IBSG specifies the trading hours for the CFD in the Contract Specifica ons.  
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.  

Available Reference 
Underlying2 

IBSG Share CFDs 
 
IBSG offers CFDs over 500 shares in the US, European and Asian markets.  
 
IBSG Index CFDs 
 
A range of IBSG generated synthe c indices which reflect the main US, 
European and Asian indices.  

 
IBSG Forex CFDs 
 
85 tradeable currency pairs.  
You should ensure to refer to IBSG’s website, under Trading >> Product 
Lis ngs for the most up-to-date list of CFDs issued by IBSG. 
 

 
  

 
2 As at the date of Oct 2019.  
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1.2  IBSG Share CFDs - Adjustments and other payments 

Event Explana on 

Corporate Ac ons In the event of a corporate ac on in the Reference Underlying of IBSG 
Share CFDs, IBSG will adjust the terms of the CFD to a empt to reflect 
the economic effect of the corporate ac on for CFD holders as if they 
had been holding the Reference Underlying. This will be done through 
either a cash adjustment, a posi on adjustment, delivery of a new 
security or CFDs, or a combina on of these. In cases where IBSG 
determines it is unable to adjust the CFD to preserve the economic 
equivalence, the Share CFD posi on may be closed out prior to the ex-
date. 
 
If an account holder purchases a Share CFD where the Reference 
Underlying is a US stock on the day prior to the ex-dividend date 
during the regular or extended hours sessions they will be 
en tled to receive a payment-in-lieu-of-dividend adjustment to 
the CFD, but if the purchase is made during the overnight session 
(i.e., any me from 8:00 p.m. on a trading day to 4:00 a.m. the 
following morning)  they will not be en tled to the payment-in-
lieu-of-dividend adjustment because the trade date for the 
overnight trade would be on the next day, i.e. the ex-dividend 
date. 
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Dividend Cash Flow A payment-in–lieu-of-dividend (“PIL”) is recorded as a dividend 
payable/receivable when a share passes its ex-dividend date, and is 
paid/charged on the matching payable date as the Reference 
Underlying. 
 
If a choice between cash and stock is offered (choice dividend), IBSG 
will reflect the dividend as a cash adjus ng PIL.  
 
Long posi on holders are paid a PIL. Short posi on holders are charged 
a PIL. Dividends are generally applied net of withholding tax to long 
posi ons, and on a gross basis to short posi ons. 
 
Note that for CFDs which have certain securi es as the Reference 
Underlying, franking credits are ignored and long holders receive the 
declared dividend gross. 
 
IBSG is obliged to withhold tax on long dividends related to US Share 
CFDs, reflec ng the rate applicable to the country of residence of each 
investor (IRS Rule 871 (m)). (Index CFDs are exempt from the new US 
withholding requirement. IB will therefore pay dividends on US index 
CFDs gross, without withholding or other tax adjustments). 

Ac ons typically leading 
to Posi on Changes 
(splits, reverse splits, 
buybacks, spin-offs, 
mergers) 

When a corporate ac on results in the crea on of new shares of the 
same kind as the Reference Underlying, IBSG will create addi onal 
CFDs (posi on adjustment) in a manner consistent with a posi on 
holding in the Reference Underlying stock.  
 
If the corporate ac on results in the crea on of a new listed en ty, and 
IBSG determines in its sole discre on that it will include the new shares 
in its general CFDs offering, IBSG will also in this case effect the 
corporate ac on by crea ng addi onal CFDs on the new security.  
 
If IBSG does not offer a CFD over the new en ty’s shares, a cash 
adjustment will be applied. 

 
1.3  IBSG Index CFDs – informa on regarding corporate ac ons and how adjustments for 
dividend cash flow is reflected. 

IBSG Index CFDs  

Corporate Ac ons The index level itself is adjusted for corporate ac ons, no direct 
adjustments to the CFDs are necessary. 
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Dividend Cash Flow Index CFDs that are based on a price index reflect dividends in the 
following manner:  As index cons tuents go ex-dividend the index level 
adjusts downwards in propor on to the weight of those cons tuents in 
the index. The relevant amount of index points (drop points) are 
credited in cash net of applicable withholding taxes to long holders and 
debited gross to short holders. 
 
The only excep on among the currently available IBSG Index CFDs is 
Germany 30 (IBDE30), which is based on a total return index. 

 

2. MARKET DATA 

2.1  Share CFDs: 

The market data for IB Share CFDs is the market data for the underlying shares. It is therefore necessary 
to have market data permissions for the relevant exchanges. If you already have set up market data 
permissions for an exchange for trading the shares, you do not need to do anything. If you want to 
trade CFDs on an exchange for which you do not currently have market data permissions, you can set 
up the permissions in the same way as you would if you planned to trade the underlying shares. 

Market data for overnight trading of US Share CFDs is free. No market data permission for the 
underlying shares is required. 

Details are set out on our website. 

2.2  Index CFDs:  

Market data for Index CFDs consists of streaming quotes is free. 

2.3  Forex CFDs:  

Real- me market data for Forex CFDs is free. 
 
3. HOW TO TRADE CFDS  

3.1    How to place an order and open and close a posi on 

Like exchange traded deriva ves, with IBSG’s CFDs you may enter into a ‘bought posi on” also referred 
to as “going long” or a “sold posi on” also referred to as “going short”. In order to open a posi on in 
a CFD, you search for the relevant Reference Underlying symbol, choose the instrument “CFD” to 
display quotes and then submit an order to either buy (go long) or sell (go short). Whether you go long 
or short is ul mately determined by your views about the direc on the Reference Underlying will move 
and why you determined to open the CFD posi on.  

You may place orders above or below IBSG’s quotes in much the same way that you are able to place 
orders above or below market if you were trading shares or any other reference instrument. This 
means that you can place orders to buy IBSG CFDs at the Reference Underlying bid and sell at the offer 
and or place unmarketable orders above or below the bid and offer.  

In order to exit or close-out an exis ng posi on, you must enter an equal but opposite posi on. To 
close a “bought” or “long” CFD posi on, the posi on must be sold. To close a “sold” or “short” CFD 
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posi on, the posi on must be bought. Upon the confirma on of the closing trade, your exis ng 
posi on is closed.   

3.2 Order Types available for CFDs 

IBSG offers a wide range of order types for CFDs including market, limit, stop-loss, bracket, GTC and 
GTD orders, as well as several algorithmic order types.  

Order types typically reflect the order types available for the Reference Underlying (whether na ve to 
exchanges or simulated by IBSG). Not all order types are available for CFDs however.  

Only day limit orders will be allowed for overnight trading of US Share CFDs. In this scenario, “day” 
implies the me during which the overnight market is open. Orders will only be ac ve during the 
overnight trading hours, and expire automa cally at the end if not executed.  

A full descrip on of available order types can be found on our website. 

3.3     Example of Opening and Closing a Long Share CFDs  

In this example, the Reference Underlying is trading at $9.98 – $10.00, and the CFDs reference price 
reflects the price of the Reference Underlying.  

i) Opening the posi on: 

You purchase 30,000 CFDs at $10.00 for $300,000, which you then hold for 30 days. 

AUD Share CFDs – New Posi on  

Reference Underlying Price $9.98 - $10.00 

CFDs Reference Price $9.98 - $10.00 

Ac on Buy 

Quan ty 30,000 

Trade Value $300,000 

Margin (10% x 300,000)3 $30,000 

Interest er Charged (on $300,000 over 30 days)  

Tier I $140,000  2.942% $338.53  

Tier II4 $160,000  2.942% $386.89  

Total Interest Charged $725.42  

 
3 Assuming minimum margin of 10% applies. Margin rates are subject to change at IBSG’s discre on. The current margin rates 
will be available on the IBSG website. Margin rates may differ depending on your account type and also if your CFD posi on 
is long or short. 
4 Spread of 1.5% is for illustra on only. 
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ii) Closing the posi on: 

Exit CFD Posi on   

  Profit Scenario Loss Scenario 

Reference Underlying Price $10.48 - $10.50 $9.48 – $9.50 

CFDs Reference Price $10.48 - 10.50 $9.48 – 9.50 

Ac on Sell Sell 

Quan ty $30,000.00 $30,000.00 

Trade Value $314,400.00 $284,400.00 

Trade P&L $14,400.00 -$15,600.00 

Financing -$725.42 -$725.42 

Entry Commission 0.05% -$150.00 -$150.00 

Exit Commission 0.05% -$157.20 -$142.20 

Total P&L $13,367.38 -$16,617.62 

3.4  Calcula ng the Profit or Loss on a CFD transac ons 

The amount of profit or loss that you make will be determined by: 

• The difference between the price of the CFDs when the contract is opened and the price of 
that CFD when the contract is closed (e.g. movements in the Reference Underlying); 

• The brokerage commission charged on a trade and any costs such as interest (if applicable) on 
open posi ons (i.e. fees and charges); and, 

• Any adjustments, e.g. no onal dividend adjustment, if applicable; 

Generally speaking, when a CFD posi on is closed, if you held a long posi on and price of the Reference 
Underlying has increased such that it is greater than the ini al price, IBSG pays you. If the difference is 
nega ve, i.e. the Reference Underlying has decreased in price below the ini al price, you pay IBSG. 
Inversely, if you held a short posi on and the difference between the ini al price and the price when 
the posi on is closed is nega ve, IBSG pays you. If it is posi ve, you pay IBSG. 

IBSG accounts can hold funds in SGD, USD and various other currencies as may be determined by IBSG 
from me to me. When a closing trade realizes a profit or a loss, or if there are dividend and other 
cash flows in another currency (e.g. GBP for UK Share CFDs), the proceeds will automa cally be 
converted and credited in the base currency of the account. 

Commissions are calculated in the currency of the Reference Underlying instrument but charged in the 
Commission Currency (refer to IBSG CFD Contract Specifica ons). 
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Important: IBSG only holds certain limited currencies on behalf of its clients. If a dealing in a CFD is 
required to be paid for or se les in a currency which IBSG does not support, we will undertake a spot 
foreign exchange transac on on your behalf to meet your se lement obliga ons for any such 
transac on or to convert any realised proceeds to a currency which IBSG holds. Please check with us 
for further details. 

4. SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS OF IBSG CFDs 

The following sec on outlines significant benefits of IBSG’s CFDs. In prepara on of the following 
informa on, IBSG has not taken into account your specific objec ves, financial posi on and needs and 
the informa on may not apply to you.  

Benefit: Descrip on: 

Hedging a por olio 
(or part of a por olio) 

Investors can use CFDs to hedge (protect) their por olio, for example, 
entering into a sold CFD posi on with respect to shares or par cular shares 
to hedge against a drop in value.  
 
Investors can hedge (protect) against adverse currency movements, for 
example if an investor has a large exposure to currency A, investors may enter 
into a sold posi on via CFD on currency A to provide downside protec on. 

Specula on CFDs may be used to speculate on movements in the price or level of stock, 
an index or a currency pair. In addi on, due to the low ini al outlay, CFDs may 
be used with other instruments to implement combina ons and strategies 
regardless of the direc on of the market in a capital efficient manner.  

Profit in rising or falling 
market 

Investors can profit from both rising and falling markets depending on the 
strategy they have employed. Strategies may be complex and strategies will 
have different levels of risk associated with each strategy. 

Leverage A Share CFD is a leveraged product that requires you to deposit a smaller 
amount of cash as margin rather than paying the full value of the contract. 
The level of leverage depends on the margin requirement for the individual 
CFD. For example, the minimum margin requirement for a Share CFD is 10%5 
of the no onal value of the contract (i.e. maximum leverage is x10); higher 
vola lity-based margin calcula ons act to further increase the minimum 
margin requirement (i.e. reduce the effec ve leverage) where appropriate. 
Investors must understand that leverage can also produce increased risks 
(see Significant Risks below). 

 
5 Margin rates are subject to change at IBSG’s discre on. The current margin rates will be available on the IBSG website. 
Margin rates may differ depending on your account type and also if your CFD posi on is long or short. 
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Diversify por olios Given the leverage inherent in CFD trading, investors may be able to diversify 
their por olios in a capital-efficient manner and gain tailored market 
exposure over a range of shares or an index. For instance, the Reference 
Underlying for IBSG’s Index CFDs is a futures contract, which typically will 
have a significantly higher minimum contract size than the corresponding 
IBSG Index CFD. An Investor may also choose to include exposures to mul ple 
currencies without the need to manage delivery of mul ple different 
currencies. 

5. SIGNIFICANT RISKS OF IBSG CFDs 

You should consider whether CFDs investment is appropriate to you in the light of your objec ves, 
financial posi on and needs and you should not trade CFDs unless you are an experienced investor 
with an appropriate risk tolerance and the capability to sustain losses if they occur. You should read 
and carefully consider the risks set out in this sec on before deciding to apply to open a CFDs account. 

Risk: 
 
Descrip on: 

Leverage The high level of leverage that is obtainable when trading CFDs (due to 
the rela vely low margin requirements) can work against an investor as 
well as for the investor. Depending on market movements, the use of 
leverage may lead to large losses as well as large gains, as leverage 
effec vely magnifies both gains and losses.  
 
In this sense, CFDs place a significantly greater risk on your investment 
than non-leveraged products such as conven onal share trading. 
 
For example, if you purchase a CFD posi on on shares of ABC and the 
total value of the CFDs posi on is AUD50, 000, and if the (ini al) 
margin requirement is 10%6, you will require AUD5,000 as margin. If 
the value of the CFDs posi on in ABC then drops to AUD35, 000, you 
will have lost your original AUD5,000 deposit, plus an addi onal 
AUD10,000, which you will be required to pay to IBSG as losses on the 
posi on (this excludes commissions, spreads and financing costs). This 
example does not consider the addi onal equity you would need to 
keep the posi on open.  

 
6 Assuming minimum margin of 10% applies. Margin rates are subject to change at IBSG’s discre on. The current margin rates 
will be available on the IBSG website. Margin rates may differ depending on your account type and also if your CFD posi on 
is long or short. 
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Reference Underlying 
movements  

Because the value of CFDs are largely influenced by the value of the 
Reference Underlying, changes in that Reference Underlying impact 
your posi on in CFDs.  
 
IBSG offers CFDs over a range of Reference Underlyings, including 
indices, currency pairs and shares. Some of these Reference Underlyings 
are inherently vola le and the prices of which may fluctuate rapidly and 
over wide ranges. 
 
The prices of Reference Underlyings will be influenced by, among other 
things, the earnings and performance of the company or companies 
whose shares comprise the Reference Underlying or a related index, the 
performance of the economy as a whole, the changing supply and 
demand rela onships for the Reference Underlying or related 
instruments and indices, governmental, commercial and trade programs 
and policies, interest rates, na onal and interna onal poli cal and 
economic events and the prevailing psychological characteris cs of the 
relevant marketplace. 
 
Share CFDs may also trade on an extended hours basis, including a er-
hours or overnight trading, and the risks and features of extended hours 
trading are relevant to the considera on of the risks, including in 
par cular pricing and liquidity, of Share CFDs. Further informa on about 
the risks of a er hours trading is available on IBSG’s website as set out 
in the A er-Hours Trading risk disclosure, and you should consider how 
that may impact trading in Share CFDs.  
 
Changes in the Reference Underlying market may also make it difficult 
to hedge your exposure from CFDs. 

IBSG Does Not Provide 
Personal 
Advice  

IBSG does not provide advice. Our service is "execu on only", meaning 
we are only ac ng on your instruc ons and will not advise you on any 
transac on, nor will we monitor your trading decisions to determine if 
they are appropriate for you or to help you to avoid losses. You should 
obtain your own financial, legal, taxa on and other professional advice 
as to whether CFDs are an appropriate investment for you. 

Synthe c products not 
the same as owning the 
Reference 
Underlying 

IBSG CFDs are designed to deliver the return of the Reference 
Underlying, including for Share CFDs dividends and corporate ac ons. 
  
While IBSG CFDs are designed to replicate the economics of owning the 
Reference Underlying (or in the case of IBSG Index CFDs, the related 
near month future), it may not always be possible to perfectly replicate 
the economics of owning the Reference Underlying: 
 
Certain corporate ac ons may not be economically replicable and the 
impact of franking credits may not be same as the gain/loss on the CFD 
 

https://ndcdyn.interactivebrokers.com/Universal/servlet/Registration_v2.formSampleView?formdb=4016
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Index CFDs track the near month futures price of the relevant index, not 
the index price itself.  

CFDs Are Not Traded 
 On   A   Regulated 
Exchange And Are Not 
Cleared On A Central 
Clearinghouse  

CFDs are over the counter contracts and IBSG is your counterparty. CFDs 
are not traded on a regulated exchange and are not cleared through a 
central clearinghouse. Thus, exchange and clearinghouse rules and 
protec ons do not apply to trading CFDs with IBSG. You are only able to 
close out IBSG CFDs through us. 

You Are Subject To 
Counterparty Credit 
Risk on CFD Trades  

Since IBSG is the counterparty to your CFD trades, you are exposed to 
the financial and business risks, including credit risk, associated with 
dealing with IBSG.  
 
While, IBSG has prudent risk management and capital monitoring and 
manages exposure to clients via automated real me or near to real me 
monitoring of and automated liquida on in non-compliant accounts, in 
the unlikely event that IBSG were to become insolvent IBSG may be 
unable to meet its obliga ons to you. 

IBSG Has the Right to 
Liquidate Your Posi ons 
without 
No ce In the Event of a 
Margin Deficiency 

You must monitor your account so that at all mes the account contains 
sufficient equity to meet IBSG’s Margin Requirements. IBSG does not 
have to no fy you of any failure to meet Margin Requirements prior to 
IBSG exercising its rights under its Agreement with you, including but 
not limited to its right to liquidate posi ons in your account(s). Unlike 
the prac ce of some other brokers and dealers who allow "grace 
periods" for margin compliance, IBSG generally will not issue margin 
calls; generally will not allow a grace period for you to meet intraday or 
other margin deficiencies; and is authorized to liquidate account 
posi ons immediately in order to sa sfy Margin Requirements, without 
prior no ce. 
 
You cannot assume that IBSG's general policy to liquidate posi ons with 
a margin deficiency will prevent you from losing more than you have 
deposited with IBSG. Among other things, markets may "gap" down and 
IBSG may not be able to close out a posi on at a price that would avoid 
losses greater than your margin deposit. Likewise, IBSG may in its sole 
discre on delay or decide not to liquidate a posi on with a margin 
deficit. If you wish to avoid further losses on any CFD posi on, you must 
close out the posi on yourself and not rely on IBSG to do so. 

IBSG Has the Right to 
Change or Increase Its 
Margin Requirements at 
Any Time  

In order to protect the firm and all of our clients, IBSG may modify 
Margin Requirements for any or all clients for any open or new posi ons 
at any me, in IBSG's sole discre on. If we increase our margin 
requirements, it may prevent you from adding posi ons or hedging 
exis ng posi ons if you have insufficient equity. If margin requirements 
increase on your exis ng CFDs, you will have to deposit addi onal equity 
in advance or your posi ons may be liquidated.  
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CFDs Carry Liquidity Risk 
and Close-out 
difficul es 

IBSG is not obligated to provide quotes for any CFDs at any me, and 
IBSG does not guarantee the con nuous availability of quota ons or 
trading for any CFDs.  
 
IBSG may in its sole discre on cease quo ng CFDs and/or cease entering 
new CFD transac ons at any me based on lack of market data, halts or 
suspensions or errors or illiquidity or vola lity in the market for the 
Reference Underlying (for instance overnight trading on certain Share 
CFDs), IBSG's own risk or profit parameters, technical errors, 
communica on problems, market or poli cal or economic or 
governmental events, Acts of God or Nature, or for other reasons. 
 
Accordingly, it may at mes become difficult or impossible to close out 
an open CFD posi on. 

Con ngent orders 
difficult 

Placing of con ngent orders (such as a ‘stop-loss’ order) may not always 
limit your losses to the amounts that you may want. For example, if the 
price of the Reference Underlying asset moves suddenly, your stop loss 
order may not be filled, or may be filled at a different price to that 
specified by you, and you may suffer addi onal losses as a result. 

Currency risks When you deal in a CFD where the Reference Underlying is 
denominated in a currency other than the base currency of your 
account or a cash flow currency, all margins, profits, losses and 
financing credits and debits in rela on to that CFD will first be 
determined in the currency of Reference Underlying and converted 
back you base currency or a cash flow currency to se le such payments. 
Accordingly, your profits or losses will be affected by fluctua ons in the 
exchange rates between the account currency and the currency in 
which the CFD is denominated. IBSG applies a margin "haircut" to 
reflect this risk, and so the Margin Requirement on the CFD will 
effec vely increase. 
 
Where the currency of the Reference Underlying is different to a cash 
flow currency, the inherent exchange rate risk (loss or gain) will be 
crystallised when you or IBSG close a posi on. Losses (or gains) on FX 
posi ons will be in addi on to any losses (or gains) on the product itself. 
 
Further, if IBSG needs to perform a spot FX conversion to se le a dealing 
entered into on your behalf, the inherent exchange rate risk (loss or gain) 
will be crystallised. These losses (or gains) may be in addi on to any 
losses (or gains) on the product itself. 

 You   Will   Pay 
Commissions and 
Financing Charges 
among Other Costs of 
Trading CFDs  

IBSG will charge commissions on your CFD trades. In addi on, you will 
pay a market (or bid-ask) spread on your CFDs transac ons, meaning 
that the price you pay to buy a CFD generally will be some amount 
higher than the price you receive when you sell the CFD, even if the 
price of the CFD has not otherwise changed during the me you held it. 
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You will also pay financing charges (interest) on your long CFDs posi ons 
(you may receive a rebate on your short CFDs or pay interest, depending 
on interest rates). All of these costs will lower the total return (or 
increase the loss) on your investment in the CFDs. 

Risk of Interest Rate 
Fluctua on 

Interest rates fluctuate, which will affect the financing charges (or 
rebates) you will pay (or may receive) on your long (or short) CFD 
posi ons. This will also affect your total profits or losses.  

IBSG Has the Right to 
Correct Trade Errors 

IBSG may cancel, adjust or close out CFDs a er confirma on to you to 
correct errors, including but not limited to CFDs transac ons executed 
at a me and price at or near which trades in the market for the 
Reference Underlying were cancelled or adjusted by exchanges or 
market centers, CFDs transac ons subject to technical errors in IBSG's 
pla orm, and CFDs transac ons not reasonably related to the correct 
market price for the Reference Underlying of the CFDs. 

 IBSG's   Rights  To 
Adjust, Modify and/or 
 Close-Out   CFDs 
Transac ons In The 
Event Of A Corporate 
Ac on Affec ng The 
Reference Underlying 

In the event of a Corporate Ac on affec ng the Reference Underlying of 
a CFD (e.g. splits, spin-offs, rights offerings, mergers and acquisi ons, 
etc.): 
 
IBSG in its sole discre on will determine the appropriate adjustment or 
modifica on or ac on to take, if any, and when, with respect to the CFDs 
to preserve the economic equivalent of the rights and obliga ons of the 
par es; 
 
As an addi on or alterna ve to the foregoing, IBSG reserves the right in 
its sole discre on to close out your open CFDs posi ons in the 
Reference Underlying prior to the Corporate Ac on. 

Risk of Disrup on or 
Interrup on of Access 
to IBSG's Electronic 
Systems and Services 

IBSG relies on computer so ware, hardware and telecommunica ons 
infrastructure and networking to provide its services to Clients and 
without these systems, IBSG cannot provide the services. These 
computer-based systems and services such as those used by IBSG are 
inherently vulnerable to disrup on, delay or failure, which may cause 
you to lose access to the IBSG trading pla orm or may cause IBSG not 
to be able to provide CFD quota ons or trading, or may nega vely affect 
any or all aspects of IBSG's services. Under the IBSG Trading Agreement, 
you accept the IBSG systems and services "As-Is" and our liability to you 
is limited. You must also maintain alterna ve trading arrangements in 
addi on to your IBSG account for execu on of your orders in the event 
that IBSG's electronic system and services are unavailable. 

Capital loss By trading in CFDs, you are exposed to the risk of losing capital. 
Speculators should not risk more capital than they can afford to lose. A 
good general rule is never to speculate with money which, if lost, would 
alter your standard of living. 
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Default If you fail to meet your obliga ons to us under your agreement with 
IBSG (T&Cs), including but not limited to failure to meet IBSG’s margin 
requirements at any me or any other ac on or inac on which we have 
agreed cons tutes a default under the T&Cs, we may, in addi on to any 
other rights which we may have against you, and without giving prior 
no ce to you, take any ac on (which may include entering into risk 
reducing posi ons by closing out some or all of your open posi ons and 
or exercise open posi ons), or refrain from taking ac on, which we 
consider reasonable in the circumstances in connec on with the open 
posi ons in your Account with us and you must account to us as if those 
ac ons were taken on your instruc ons and you are, without limita on, 
liable for any deficiency and are en tled to any surplus which may result. 

Automa c liquida on 
on margin shor all 

IBSG will generally close posi ons automa cally upon a margin deficit 
arising.  Whilst IBSG will no fy you if a deficit arises, IBSG is not obliged 
to give you any opportunity to deposit further funds to rec fy such 
deficit and will liquidate posi ons to bring your Account back into 
margin compliance. 

Time Zone Difference 
for Singaporean Clients 
dealing in Reference 
Underlying which trade 
on non-Singaporean 
markets 

You should be aware that outside of the Asia Pacific Region there are 
significant me zone differences between Singapore and the major 
global financial markets centres in Europe and the United States. If you 
are dealing in CFDs with Reference Underlying on these markets, your 
orders will likely be executed outside of normal Singapore business 
hours and/or during the Singapore night me.  

In addi on, major market events or events which impact individual 
stocks or currencies may also take place well outside of normal business 
hours or normal market hours in Singapore. This in turn may have 
impacts on the values of CFDs in your account.  

You should ensure to familiarise yourself with and understand the 
regular trading hours of the Reference Underlying and whether any 
extended or overnight trading, for example shares, applies.  

Risks of A er-Hours 
Trading 

There are special characteris cs and unique risks for Reference 
Underlyings when they are trading outside of the ordinary or regular 
trading hours of the  exchange(s) on which they trade .  

You should familiarise yourself with these risks and carefully consider 
how they may impact the CFDs you propose to trade and review the 
A er-Hours Trading risk disclosure and determine whether trading CFD’s 
during any a er hours trading period is appropriate for you in light of 
your objec ves and experience.  

Risk of Regulatory and 
Taxa on Changes 

Changes in taxa on and other laws, government, fiscal, monetary and 
regulatory policies may have an adverse effect on the value of your 
CFDs, the tax you pay on your CFDs, and the total return on your CFDs. 
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Sanc ons Legal Risk. Singapore is a member of the United Na ons and observes and 
implements United Na ons Security Council sanc ons. IBSG must 
comply with restric ons imposed by sanc ons and may be prohibited 
from dealing with certain persons or en es. If it appears that you are 
or may be ac ng on behalf of a prescribed person or en ty, IBSG may be 
required to suspend, cancel or refuse services to you, freeze your assets 
held by us or close or terminate your agreement with us. If we are 
required to take ac on it may result in significant costs to you 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

6. IBSG'S MARGIN REQUIREMENTS 

6.1 Overview:  

This sec on provides an overview of IBSG’s offering and how we determine and enforce our margin 
requirements: 

 i) Single universal account 

When you open an Account with IBSG, you open a single account through which you may elect to trade 
not only CFDs, but other products such as shares, futures and foreign exchange contracts (subject to 
IBSG’s eligibility criteria).  

When we calculate your margin requirements, we have regard to all the posi ons, assets and liabili es 
in your Account as a whole.  

You should also note that there are no margin offsets for posi ons in CFDs, unlike holding the relevant 
Reference Underlying directly.  

A summary with examples on how IBSG calculates CFD margins is available via the following link to 
IBSG’s website under Trading >> Margin. 

 ii) Risk based por olio analysis 

We determine the margin requirement for your Account by risk-based por olio analysis models, also 
having regard to the margin calls by any Interna onal Exchanges and Clearing Houses.  

 iii)  Real- me margining and real- me monitoring 

The value of assets and posi ons held in your Account is marked to market by IBSG's real me credit 
management system. IBSG uses a real- me risk management system to allow you to see your trading 
risk at any moment of the day. Our real- me margin system calculates margin requirements 
throughout the day for new trades and trades already on the books and enforces margin requirements 
throughout and at the end of the day, with real- me liquida on of posi ons instead of delayed margin 
calls. Your margin requirement and current equity is monitored by IBSG and displayed online in real 
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me via the various trading interfaces (for example TWS).  For more informa on about real- me 
margin monitoring, please visit our webpage under Products >> Margin >> Real- me Monitoring 

Important: It is your responsibility to ac vely monitor and manage your open posi ons and ensure 
that you meet your margin obliga ons.  The proprietary pla orm that IBSG provides to you provides 
visual indicators on your por olio. It is also your responsibility to ensure that you are aware of any 
changes in margin obliga ons and we recommend that you monitor your posi ons con nuously. All 
margin requirements must be met immediately. This means that sufficient cleared funds must be on 
deposit in your account to enable you to meet margin requirements immediately as and when they 
fall required and/or payable. 

iv)  New posi ons must be covered in advance 

IBSG's margining methodology means that we do not permit you to execute a transac on if the equity 
in your account is insufficient to cover the required minimum margins we impose on the account 
(margin deficit). IBSG determines this by simula ng the consequence of any transac on you propose 
to undertake. For example, if your margin requirement would increase as a result of an ini al margin 
payment obliga on under a CFD, and there were insufficient assets in your account to cover the ini al 
margin obliga on, IBSG's system would reject the order to execute the transac on concerned. 

v)  Collateral 

Depending on the type of Account you hold with IBSG, margin obliga ons may be met by paying cash 
or by providing certain types of eligible collateral (e.g. securi es). Subject to any requirements 
specified in laws and regula ons, IBSG may calculate its own value for any financial products used as 
collateral based on bid price, offer price, midpoint or using some other method as it determines in its 
sole discre on. 

vi)  Consequences of a margin deficit 

If your account does go into margin deficit, (that is, if there are insufficient assets in your Account to 
cover maintenance margin requirements), then IBSG will liquidate all, or part of, the assets held in your 
Account, or otherwise close your open posi ons to eliminate the deficiency. 

Important: IBSG will no fy you when a margin deficiency arises, but is not obliged to give you an 
opportunity to provide further funds. This no fica on is given electronically, for example via IB’s trader 
worksta on (TWS).  IBSG will generally liquidate posi ons in your account in order to sa sfy margin 
requirements.   

Any losses resul ng from IBSG closing out your posi ons will be debited to your account and you may 
be required to provide addi onal funds to IBSG to cover any shor all. 

You should carefully review the T&C’s to understand your rights and obliga ons and IBSG’s rights and 
obliga ons. 

6.2 IBSG Share CFDs Margin Requirements7 

IBSG establishes a risk-based margin for each individual Share CFD, based on the observed historical 
vola lity of the Reference Underlying share. Specifically, IBSG calculates five historical standard 

 
7 Margin rates are subject to change at IBSG’s discre on. The current margin rates will be available on the IBSG website. 
Margin rates may differ depending on your account type and also if your CFD posi on is long or short. 
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devia ons to determine the standard maintenance margin, subject to a minimum margin requirement 
of 10%. The resultant margin rates apply posi on by posi on, without correla on-based offsets. 

 
Ini al Margin Maintenance Margin 

IBSG Share CFDs 1.25 x Maintenance Margin Risk-based calcula on 
described below (minimum 
10%) 

IBSG may apply higher margin rates for very large posi ons, Reference Underlying posi ons with large 
recent price run-ups and in other circumstances at IBSG’s discre on. 

6.3 IBSG Index CFDs Margin Requirements8 

IBSG Index CFDs are margined at the same rates as the related future, adjusted for contract size, 
subject to a minimum of 5% or 5 standard devia ons, whichever is higher. IBSG also offers intraday9 
margin rates on Index CFDs at a level consistent with that of the related futures contract. Intraday rates 
are generally set at 50% of the overnight rate and are offered during a period that begins at the start 
of liquid trading hours and ends 15 minutes before the end of liquid hours.  

Further detail can be found on our website. 

6.4 IBSG Forex CFDs Margin Requirements10 

IBSG Forex CFDs margin requirements range from 3.0% (i.e. maximum 40:1 leverage) for major 
currencies (AUD, USD, JPY etc.) to 15% (RUB).  

Please see full details on our website.  

6.5 Calcula ng margin requirements: 

The following sec on provides an example overview of how IBSG determines whether an account 
meets its margin requirements for CFDs. You should note that this is merely an example, and actual 
calcula ons for an account may vary or be more complex.   

 i) Net Liquida on Value (NLV) for CFDs 

The basis for determining the margin sufficiency of an account is the calcula on of net liquida on value 
or NLV. NLV = the Real-Time Cash Value of your account+ Open Trade Equity (OTE) (of your CFDs 
posi ons).  

OTE is the running, unrealized P&L of an open posi on. It is not cash but counts towards the NLV of 
your account. The P&L is realized and paid or charged to your actual cash when you close the posi on. 

 
8 Margin rates are subject to change at IBSG’s discre on. The current margin rates will be available on the IBSG website. 

Margin rates may differ depending on your account type and also if your CFD posi on is long or short. 
9 “Intraday” means intraday with reference to the trading hours specified by IBSG for the CFD.  
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Real- me cash value is the aggregate value of all cash posi ons converted to the base currency of your 
account. It includes the cash you have deposited, and accumulated realized P&Ls, interest, dividends, 
etc.  

ii)     Ini al Margin (IM) 

IBSG performs a pre-trade check reflec ng real- me posi on values to ensure that a new trade is 
margin-compliant. A trade is allowed if the Ini al Margin (IM) for exis ng posi ons + IM for the new 
trade < Available Funds. In our example, the client could increase his posi on to maximum 400 
assuming an ini al margin rate of 10%10: 

Item Descrip on Value 

a Star ng Cash 100 

b New CFD Posi on 600 

c Realized P&L 0 

d Ending cash (a + c) 100 

e OTE 0 

f NLV (d + e) 100 

g IM 12.5% (b x 12.5%) 75 

h Available Funds (f - g)                       25 

i Buying Power (h/12.5%) 200 

j MM 10% (b x10%) 60 

k Excess Funds (f-j) 40 

iii) Ongoing (Maintenance) Margin 

IBSG monitors real me posi on values and determines margin sufficiency as follows: Net Liquida on 
Value – Maintenance Margin requirement (MM) = Excess Funds. If Excess funds become nega ve at 
any me the IBSG system will immediately and automa cally liquidate posi ons un l Excess Funds 
become >=0. 

Item Descrip on Value Price-5%  Price -10%  Price -10% 

a Star ng Cash 100 100 100 100 

 
10 Assuming minimum margin of 10% applies. Margin rates are subject to change at IBSG’s discre on. The current margin 

rates will be available on the IBSG website. Margin rates may differ depending on your account type and also if your CFD 
posi on is long or short. 
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b New CFD Posi on 600 570 540 500 

c Realized P&L 0 0 0 -10 

d Ending cash (a + c) 100 100 100 90 

e OTE 0 -30 -60 -40 

f NLV (d + e) 100 70 40 50 

g MM 10% (b x 10%) 60 57 54 50 

h Excess Funds (f-g) 40 13 -14 0 

      Compliant Start 
Liquida on 

End 
Liquida on 

Further detail can be found on our website, under Trading >> Products >> Margin >> CFDs.  

7. CLIENT MONEY 

The following sec on is intended to outline important informa on regarding client money; you should 
review the terms of your agreement with us for further detail regarding handling of client money.   

IBSG will handle the client money it receives in accordance with the Securi es and Future Act and the 
related Regula ons (Client Money Rules). Where required, IBSG will pay such client money into a trust 
account. Client money received from you (or on your behalf) will be combined and deposited with the 
client money received from IBSG’s other clients.  

IBSG is en tled to all interest earned on any client money held in a trust account or with any third party 
or clearing house. In accordance with any regulatory requirements, IBSG may, where required, 
specifically not use deriva ve retail client money for the purpose of mee ng margin obliga ons 
applicable to transac ons that IBSG enters into to hedge the risk associated with dealing in CFDs. 

Important: IBSG only holds certain limited currencies on behalf of its clients. If a dealing in a CFD is 
required to be paid for or se les in a currency which IBSG does not support, we will undertake a spot 
foreign exchange transac on on your behalf to meet your se lement obliga ons for any such 
transac on or to convert any realised proceeds to a currency which IBSG holds. Please refer to us for 
further details. 

8. FEES, CHARGES AND MINIMUMS 

The following is a summary descrip on of the costs associated with trading in CFDs along with other 
relevant fees and charges. The fees and charges payable will differ depending on the CFD concerned. 
Please refer to our website, for informa on on what fees and charges are payable, see under Pricing 
>> Commissions which sets out all fees payable for trading CFDs. Relevant fees and charges associated 
with a transac on in CFDs will be set out IBSG’s statements. 
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8.1             Commissions for IBSG CFDs 

The following sec on provides an overview of the commissions payable for CFDs trades. For the most 
current commission rates please refer to our website under Pricing >> Commissions >> CFDs.  

 i) Share CFDs 

Commissions are charged either as a percentage of the no onal value or on a cents per share basis 
and are subject to a minimum charge. Share CFDs use a Volume-Tiered pricing structure in which all 
exchange and regulatory fees are included (unless otherwise noted on IBSG’s website).  

Commissions charged during the overnight trading session for US Share CFDs are the same as 
commissions charged during Regular Trading Hours.  

ii)     Index CFDs 

IBSG charges a transparent commission, rather than widening the spread of the related future. 
Depending on the index, commission rates are 0.005% - 0.01%.  

iii)    Forex CFDs 

IBSG charges a transparent commission, rather than widening the spread. Depending on the monthly 
traded value, commission rates are from 0.002% - 0.0008%.  

In addi on, conversion trades for non-base currency P&Ls incur a nominal fee on a sliding scale: 0-25K: 
no charge, 25K-100K @ $10/million, 100K+ @ $5/million. Daily cap @ $20, monthly cap at $100. 

8.2 Financing costs for IBSG CFDs (Contract Interest) 

IBSG calculates contract interest daily on all open CFDs posi ons held at the close of the Regular 
Trading Hours of the relevant CFD. Different rates and methodologies apply depending on the type of 
CFD: 

 i) Share CFDs 

The contract interest on Share CFD posi on is determined by a balance- ered pricing structure by 
currency (not all currencies have ered structures).  You pay interest on long CFDs posi ons and receive 
interest on short posi ons. IBSG adds a spread to the long interest and deducts a spread from the 
short interest.  

Note that in the current interest environment the IBSG spread exceeds the base rate in many 
currencies, in which case a short posi on pays interest rather than receives it. In case of nega ve base 
rates long holders pay the IB spread, i.e. the base rate is ignored, and short holders pay the base rate 
plus the IB spread. 

Interest is calculated daily on all open CFD posi ons held at the close of the trading session and is 
applied as a blended rate based on no onal balances. Details are available on our website. 

Where a Share CFD is executed during the overnight trading session, due to trade date determina ons, 
any overnight financing fees on the Share CFD posi on will only start to accrue past the end of Regular 
Trading Hours of the date of the morning when that overnight session ends (even if the trade is 
executed before midnight). 
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 ii) Index CFDs 

Overnight financing rates are benchmark +/- 1.5%. 

 iii) Forex CFDs 

Overnight financing rates are calculated based on the benchmark rate differen al. Details are available 
on our website. 

8.3 Addi onal charges 

 i) Share CFDs: borrow charge 

An addi onal borrow charge is levied on short CFDs Posi ons, determined for each stock individually 
based on market borrow rates. IBSG will provide non-binding, indica ve borrowing rates to clients. 
Borrow rates may change without no ce over the life of the short posi on based on market condi ons.  

ii)    Mark ups and intermediary billings 

Financial advisers and brokers may charge their clients for services rendered either through automa c 
billing, electronic invoice or direct billing. If you are a client of a financial adviser or broker, they 
determine the mark-up on IBSG’s standard fees and commission and this mark-up may be modified 
from me to me.  You will be provided no ce with details of any mark ups on IBSG’s standard fees 
and commissions charged by your financial adviser or broker at account applica on and when they are 
changed by your financial adviser or broker. The available billing methods including caps and 
limita ons are described at the IBSG website under Pricing.  

 iii) Interest 

If you have a debit balance on your Account a er all fees and costs have been deducted (in other 
words, you owe money to meet the margin requirement or other amounts) you must pay interest on 
the debit balance (this is dis nct from the Contract Interest on IBSG’s CFDs). Interest is calculated daily 
based on your posi ons, margin requirement and balances on your daily statement for that date. 
Interest is generally posted once a month on your Account. This generally occurs within five business 
days following the end of the month. See our website under Pricing >> Interest and Financing.  
 
 iv) Administra ve fees and charges 

IBSG charges certain administra ve fees for ma ers such as order cancella on and modifica ons, trade 
busts (cancella ons) and adjustments, prime broker take-ups, deposits and withdrawals, exercise and 
assignments, American Depository Receipts (ADRs), and stop payments. The list of administra ve fees 
and charges is available on the IBSG website at Pricing >> Other Fees. 

 v) Taxes 

Transac on taxes, such as value added taxes might apply in some jurisdic ons.  The taxa on 
implica ons of trading in CFDs will depend on your par cular circumstances and we recommend that 
you obtain your own independent taxa on advice.  
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 vi) Market data, fundamentals and news 

If you access market data, fundamentals or news through IBSG, there may be a cost to you to subscribe 
for this informa on.  Please refer to the IBSG website under Pricing >> Research, News and Market 
Data for further informa on on the costs of accessing such data through IBSG. 

 vii) Monthly ac vity minimums 

IBSG caters to ac ve professional traders and investors and as such accounts are required to meet 
minimum levels of ac vity. Those accounts that do not meet the minimum levels are assessed a 
monthly ac vity fee. Whether this fee is assessed is determined by reference to commissions only, 
that is, for instance market data fees and administra ve fees are not included in determining if an 
account has met the minimum ac vity.  

Required balance, ac vity and commission minimums for retail and introducing broker accounts and 
for clients using a dedicated line FIX connec on are as set out on the IBSG website. 

9. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

9.1             IBSG’s internal complaints resolu on process 

IBSG is commi ed to providing a high quality product and service. If you have a query about the service 
or products we offer, our level of service or the quality of product we provide has failed to meet your 
expecta ons, we encourage you to tell us.  

IBSG’s complaint process is designed to ensure your complaint is handled promptly, appropriately and 
fairly, and dealt with in the strictest confidence.  

We request that you submit any queries or complaints online to ensure such queries and complaints 
are dealt with in the most efficient manner. Please submit your query via Account Management for 
the most expedient and efficient handling. You do this by logging into “Account Management” 
selec ng "Inquiry Ticket" >> "New Ticket" and then selec ng the following: 

• Category: Other Regulatory 
• Sub-category: Submit a Complaint 

9.2            The Financial Industry Disputes Resolu on Centre 

If you are not sa sfied with how your complaint is responded to by IBSG, you may direct your concerns 
in wri ng to the Financial Industry Disputes Resolu on Centre ("FIDReC") which is an independent 
dispute resolu on scheme. Before you submit any concerns to FIDReC, you must have given your 
complaint to IBSG and given us reasonable me to resolve the ma er. FIDReC’s details are:  

36 Robinson Road 
#15-01 
City House 
Singapore 068877 

Telephone: 63278878 
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Internet: www.fidrec.com.sg 
Email: info@fidrec.com.sg  

10. TAXATION

IBSG does not provide tax advice. It is important to note that a client’s tax posi on when trading CFDs 
will depend on your individual circumstances and the trading strategies that you adopt. 

We strongly recommend that you seek independent professional tax advice on the tax implica ons 
relevant to your circumstances before trading CFDs. 

10.1  Goods and Services Tax (GST) 

The purchase and disposal by investors of CFDs over financial products and indices is not subject to 
GST. GST is payable on brokerage and commissions charged by IBSG.  

10.2  US Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (“FATCA”) 

Under the Inter-Government Agreement between the Singapore and US Government, IBSG may be 
subject to certain obliga ons to report transac on informa on to the Inland Revenue Authority of 
Singapore (IRAS) on US ci zens and various US and non-US en es. We may also request you to 
provide certain FATCA informa on if you come within the requirements of the legisla on. 

We do not provide taxa on advice, or advice about FATCA. You should consult your personal tax adviser 
if you believe that you are impacted by FATCA obliga ons. 

https://www.fidrec.com.sg/
mailto:info@fidrec.com.sg



